Yvonne Earnshaw holds a Ph.D. in Instructional Systems, with a specialization in usability and human-computer interaction, from Florida State University. For her dissertation research, she designed and developed an intelligent tutoring system to assist middle school students with learning proportional reasoning.

In addition to her research interest in intelligent tutoring systems and the STEM initiative, Yvonne is also interested in online learning communities and technology. She has conducted research on student participation and communication patterns in online discussion board posts using a social analysis approach and on turn-taking and repair sequences in an online synchronous course using a conversation analysis approach.

Come join us for IDTea & Coffee on April 10th to see your IDT colleagues and classmates and listen to Yvonne Earnshaw.

Yvonne will talk about the interdisciplinary nature of ID research, drawing upon her experience at VT (in education, CS, and human factors), as well as her industry experience. She will also talk about her dissertation research and how students can collaborate with other students/researchers in other fields.

Friday, April 10th, 10:30 to 11:30
220F WMH

We'll have some light refreshments. We hope you will join us!